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Abstract
A high frequency, spatially modulated electric flield leads to an average effective
force, called the ponderomotive force. We examine the case of a magnetized plasma
in which an imposed radio frequency field is launched by an external source. The
field polarization is perpendicular to the magnetic field (1) and is spatially modulated
along B. The analysis from the Vlasov equation to second order in the electric field
amplitude shows that the usual result for the ponderomnotive force [1] is valid for
frequencies (w) not very close to the gyrofrequency (Q). At w = Q there is a substantial
enhancement of the ponderomotive potential, which is finite, but exhibits a temperature
dependence. The particles at very low velocity are responsible for this resonant effect.
This phenomenon will not be observed in the case of a beam of particles at V y, 0 [2].
Large uniplitude, sjatially miodulated, high requeicy (IIF) waves l)rodicei a
chaiige in the plasma equilibriuin. To fill(] the new equIjilil)riuin on a tine scale shorter
than given by the collisional frequeicy one has to exaine the V\lasov equation
and determine the time averaged distribuition UNiiction. The noiresorman t part of the
wave-particle interaction leads to changes in both density and ternperature. These are
related to an effective average force and a. nonresonant diffusion. It is this force, called
ponderomotive (P ,), that is an often studied feature of the high frquency waves [3]. It
is responsible for the low frequenicy density change and plays an importatnt role in many
nonlinear processes in the plasna. Fp is related to the ponderoinotive potential (0,):
P1 V= ,. For a magnetized plasma, when the IlF field is polarized perpendicularly
to I), the ponderonnotive potential is usually given by the expression [1]
op= e 2 -1 
(1)
4m(W-2 
_ 2)
where E1 is the IIF electric field with a frequency w and Q is the gyrofrequency. It
is clear that this expression becomes singular near. gyroresonance. This nonphysical
singularity is due to the method of derivation of (1), which assumes that a local
expansion of the form
(y) =7(x,) + Y -VE (7) + . . . (2)
is valid even near w ~ 0. Here :, is the slow and t, the fast variable. It was pointed
out correctly [21 that the separation of scales is related to the adiabaticity in the
problem, 11w - I/v > 1, where t is the modulational scale length and v is the particle
velocity. For frequencies w ~ Q the adiabaticity is violated for any finite v $ 0 and
one has to take into account the spatial modulation nonperturbatively. The result is
that the ponderonotive potential is not infinite at w = Q but is actually small and
the maximum of the O, occurs off the resonance. This is a single particle picture which
holds true for any finite value of v -A 0. In the experiment [2] the plasma is essentially
a beam of velocity vil with a distribution function f ~ 6(V - VB).
In most realistic cases the plasma has a Maxwellian distribution function. This
includes particles with v ~ 0, which makes the adiabatic condition valid for very small
differences w - Q. In this case one has to examine the ponderomotive effect from a
kinetic point of view. It becomes clear that the concept of a force is inadequate. After
determining the Vlasov equation for the tinie averaged fo we can define a global force
and potential from the momentum conservation equations. The ponderomotive force
in that case balances the pressure gradient. By properly integrating over the spatial
modulation we determine the force both near and off resonance. Off resonance we find
the old expression (1). Near resonance we obtain a temperature dependent term which
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is iiiclih bigger t ha previously s1uggeste(l [2]. Tiis is (Iie to the resoiiaiit elfect. on
the slow ioviig particles at v = 0, wh icli coild riot be predicted by a single particle
treatnit [2]. This result, is very significant, since it raises again the possibility for RF
plugging in inirrors [A] and isotope separation [5,6].
In the rmo(lel problem which we solve, the 11F electric field is irposed by the
external source and is of the form:
f9iEo(z) cos(wt + ) , Eo(z) E0 exp .. ) (2)
lere LO(z) is the aiplitiide with a spatial modulation of scale e along the nagnetic
field B(). From Faraday's law the total magnetic field becomes:
C 09
B = Bo + --- E(z) sin(wt +) (3)
The Vlasov equation for the ions is:
af af e 0f
+ - + -(E+- XV) =0 (4)
at ax M C au
We consider frequencies w in the range of the ion gyrofrequency Q. The problem for
the electrons can be considered in a similar fashion when w _- Q,. The Vlasov equation
will be treated perturbatively. The distribution function is written as f = fo + ft +...,
where fo is the averaged, slow time, distribution to order E2 and fi is the fast
oscillating distribution to order EO. For fi we have:
aj1  af [. a ecf
-- + - -+f Q -Ifi = -- Eo(z)cos(wt+) (5)7jt az a" vM mv
fM is the Maxwellian distribution. It is assumed that in the absence of a HF field the
particles are Maxwellian. The solution of Eq. (5) is given by:
e rt a a
fh = dt'Eo[z+v(t' -t)] cos(wt'+#)[sin f(t' -t) -- cos f(t' -t)-IfM (6)
m I-oo x0 avy
The equation for the slow time scale distribution function to second order in the
electric field amplitude is:
afo afo OUa afo
a t a v a v a v y(7 )
e al'1  1 aEo(z) 1 8 a\ (7(Eo(z)cos(wt+ 0)- + sin(wt+4')I - Vy fY )m vy w z avz
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where t he average < . . . > is taken over the phase Vy. TIhe r.hi.s. of (7) contaiins terms
wiich represent an effeccive force and a nonresonant diffusion. This Ias beeni pointed
out for the case of a unnmagnetized plasma [7]. In general the r.h.s. is nonlocal in
terms of Eo(z), i.e. it contains derivatives of Pu)(z) higher than first. order. Also, the
ponderomotive force is velocity dependei t. This nonlocal, velocity dependent character
is particularly important near the resonance w ~ Q and it makes the single particle
picture inadequate. Ilere we define the ponderoumotive force as a fluid concept. It is the
force which balances the pressure gradient and is derived from the "v" moment of Eq.
(7). In our model the r.h.s. contributes to the ponderomotive force in the longitudinal
direction only. This is not surprising, since the spatial modulation is along Hot. The
mnormentumin conservation equation becomes:
m + (nT) = , = -no.--. 4,, (8)
Here 1', is the longitudinal flux, no is the unperturbed (initial) density and n is the
average density in the presence of a 1F field. If the temperature ' is considered
unchanged - ai assumption which is not quite correct [7] we arrive at the classical
result:
Sn = no - n = 4,/T (9)
Here the ponderomotive density depression Sn is given by the ponderomotive potential.
If there is a significant enhancement of F, and 4, near gyroresonance it can be measured
by the effect on the average plasma density. From (7) we obtain for the ponderomnotive
force:
e2 aEF ) e
F,--= - I exp(-v /2vi).mp MW z -o0 /277t 
- t (10)(0 dt'Eo[z + vz(t' - t)] cos(wt' + 4) sin(wt + 4) cos 11(t' - t))
After averaging over 0 and a change of variables r = t - t' we get:
e 2 M~o(z) ' dvz2 2
F, = - -E0 (z f v- exp(-vz/2v ) j drEo(z - vzr) E sin(w )r . (11)4mw oz 
- o42
The integration over velocities gives:
0 v (z -VzT) 2  2ir z 2  (zr/e2) 2
dz (xp - ,) 27 -- - =ex
00 2v 22 \ 1/V 1 + r2 R +2 2(1/V2 + r2/12)
(12)
The ponderomotive force becomes:
e2 a o(zr/f2)2siot )
F, = - (Eo(z))2 f dr exp - - s --- (13)8mWe 217vl r2/v2
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The integral in (13) can[ not be evaluiated explicitly due to the exponential factor in
the integrand. This exponential factor is a slowly varying [unction of r and changes
its value from 1 at T = 0 to exp(z2/2t) at T -+ oo. One can expand the result in a
power series of (z/e) 2 . For z/t < 1 the formula for P, has the simple form:
e2 a Z ) 0 sin(w ± Q)r
F,(z/e < 1) = -- (Eo(z))] dr (13a)
8mwet 19Z I/2 72/Jg2
This integral can be round in [8] and the result is:
2re2e a [ wg Ie\ |w+t eV
F = (Eo(z)) 2  ) lo I - osg(w ) (I4)167mwvt Dz ± [ VVt
Here 10 is the modified Bessel function of zeroth order and L0 is the modified Struve
function of zeroth order [9]. Since + = (w + Q)e//v > 1 in any realistic situation, we
can use the asymptotic form for Io and LO in the term with a "+" sign. However, for
the argument =_ 1w - OlI/vi there are two distinctly different regimes. In the off
resonance case (. > 1 and we recover the usual result [1]. Asymptotically
Io(_ - Lo(A = , + > 1 (15)
which leads to the ponderomotive force
e2 a 1W- fI
F, = __(E0(z))2 ,y1.(6
4m(w2 _ 2) tz V  >
This corresponds to the ponderomotive potential in Eq. (1) and is the adiabatic
result when the transit time t/vt is much longer than one period of oscillation
1w - 11-1. Near gyroresonance e- < 1 and then we use the small argument limit:
Io( -)= 1 + O(-), Lo(C-) = O(&-). This gives for the ponderomotive force:
F re21 (Eo(z))2sign(w -f) < 1 . (17)16mwvt az Vt
The contribution from the term with a "+" sign is neglected as small (e+ > 1). In the
limit w -+ £2 the ponderomotive force is finite and changes sign as we approach the
gyroresonance from above or below.
The result in (17) is significant in two ways. First, it shows that the ponderomotive
force is finite at w -+ 11, but is enhanced by a factor fw/ov > I over its value in
an unmagnetized plasma. This is in sharp contrast to the single particle result [2].
The increase of F, may be used for RF confinement of mirror systems and isotope
separation. Secondly, the ponderomotive force at w ~ Q has a te mperature dependence
4
which scales like T /2 an(d explicitly points to the collective nature of the effect near
resonance. We hope that experiments in the near future will be able to establish the
precise nature of the ponderomotive effects near the gyroresonance.
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